
Experimental Setup

We originally had in mind using an electromagnetic driver

from a sonometer. Students were frustrated by the small

amplitude they could achieve with the device while avoiding

the magnetic pull being so strong as to bring the chain in

contact with the magnet.

Students requested the mechanical driver used in the earlier

standing waves lab and adapted it to a scheme for the

present situation. We regarded this as a good case of

independent problem solving and pulling forward prior

experience to a new(er) situation.

Students actually hung the chain off the driver, which

violates the desired boundary conditions, but not by much

(and in a way similar to the standard standing waves labs).

Below is an instructor-modified version with “weak” coupling

of the driver to the chain with a rubber band.

Introduction

We recently introduced into our curriculum a stand-alone advanced

lab course. Students are either second semester Juniors or Seniors

when taking the course. One of the course goals is to help students

develop the skills to independently ask meaningful experimental

questions and be able to work out how to answer them on their own.

To this end, our last iteration of the course was deliberately

structured to guide such development. It culminated with a student-

chosen, open ended investigation. One of the choices was

investigating normal modes of a driven, hanging chain suspended

from one end.

Earlier in the course students had all worked on a traveling and

standing waves on strings lab. In that lab they investigated various

dependencies and looked at the effect of different boundary

conditions on wave propagation and standing wave patterns.

An open-ended advanced lab on transverse normal modes of vertically hanging chains. 
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Conclusions
Excellent activity for open-ended lab.

Rich in details for implementation and analysis.

Problems:

Video analysis of both frequency and node location) can

be difficult with many nodes due to small amplitudes.

Zoom in?

Chain exhibits twirl: Work on drive?

Student difficulties (opportunities!)

Understanding boundary conditions

Developing the equations of motion

Coding

Abstract
The system of a discrete chain suspended from one end in a

uniform gravitational field is rich from the standpoint of exploring a

system beyond the usual "standing waves on a horizontal

stretched string" case. We report on recent experience with an

open-ended advanced lab probing the transverse normal modes of

such hanging chains. Students were charged with investigating the

behavior of a driven hanging vertical chain and given variety of

equipment (chains of different densities and lengths, a driver,

clamps and stands). With this equipment (or any other they could

specify), they were to set up the system, characterize it, and

investigate any standing wave patterns they could generate. To the

extent possible, we avoided giving step-by-step instructions.

Students were also guided in numerically modeling the system.

Using Octave, modeling the system is accomplished in

approximately 20 lines of code. Results and experience

implementing the lab will be reported on.

For the hanging chain, students were offered an assortment of

equipment and given the general charge:

Once you’re sure you have a workable mechanical set-up and

data-collection system, collect data on several different chains.

At a minimum, you should explore the response of the hanging

chain to various driving frequencies and amplitudes, and

determine whether you are able to produce standing-wave

patterns on the chain. If so, make a photographic or video

recording of the three lowest-order modes and find the node

location and spacing for each of those modes. Be sure to fully

document your results in your lab book.

Above: Mechanical driver from

PASCO mounted horizontally to

drive chain.

Left: Complete chain and driver

setup

Below: Bottom bead x-coord

(pixels) vs time (s) for 4 node

pattern. Data obtained from

video analysis using LoggerPro

from Vernier.

Above: Sample output from Octave model for 5 node 

mode on long large-diameter chain. Vertical axis is cm 

along chain, horizontal is transverse displacement in cm.

Small amplitude: y’s = constant, Tn=nmg
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Index n=1 is bottom. Initial conditions:x1=1 (e.g.) and 
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x’s all oscillate with SHM at �, but only certain �’s yield a node 

at the top. Normal modes found empirically by adjusting � until 

xN=0.

Features: 

Independence of � on mass density (restoring force 

proportional to m).

Relative Independence of � on bead spacing.

Model
Octave code to iterate and dynamically graph solutions:

% Hanging Chain Simulation

clear;

freq=2.96;

omega=2*pi*freq;

L=62.5*.0254/96;

g=9.8;

N=96;

x(1)=1;

x(2)=((1-omega^2*(L/g))*x(1));

for b=3:N;

x(b)=(2-1/(b-1)-omega^2*L/(g*(b-1)))*x(b-1)-

(1-1/(b-1))*x(b-2); 

end;

for t=0:0.01:2/freq;

pause(.0001);  

plot(x*cos(omega*t));

axis([0 100 -1 1]);

grid on;

view(90,-90);

end;

Number of Nodes 

(including top)

Measured frequency

(Hz)

Model frequency

(Hz)

1 - 0.475

2 1.1 1.09

3 1.72 1.717

4 2.35 2.34

5 2.91 2.96

Above: Schematic to develop equations of motion 

for the nth bead of a beaded chain. Angles and 

displacements greatly exaggerated for clarity.

Left: Various 

beaded chains 

available to the 

students.

Comparison of measure frequencies of various 

modes compared to those from the Octave model

Equations of Motion


